Major UK banks' leverage ratio, %, 1998 -2008 Note: Leverage ratio defined as total assets divided by total equity excluding minority interest. Excludes Nationwide due to lack of interim data.
A capital shortage:
The charge:
The response:
Banks were allowed to operate with too little capital. Leverage grew, and revenues were inadequate to cover losses when asset prices fell.
'Basel 3' will increase tier one capital sharply (2 -7 percent), triple capital in the trading book, outlaw 'soft' capital and strengthen balance sheets generally. BUT will the reforms damage the system and make credit scarce and too costly?
Procyclicality:
The capital rules tended to accentuate the cycle, allowing banks to hold less capital as asset prices rose, as backtesting revealed low losses and loss given default over previous years.
Macro-prudential requirements -which will allow regulators to tighten capital in anticipation of price bubbles bursting -'leaning into the wind'. Stress-testing. BUT how do we know when there is a bubble? Why not use interest rates ?
